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Driving reformist acoustical rock music for the masses. Pain and fear are the mind killers and the reapers

of with child songs. 10 MP3 Songs Rock Acoustic Rock Progressive Rock Echoes of Eden Songs Details:

Andy Easton , Founder and frontman of "The TIN ROOF" from Atlanta Georgia From the first moment of

their performance, Andy literally explodes from the stage and the rest of the band doesn't let up until the

last note is played! Visually riveting, sonically powerful, and lyrically intriguing...these guys have what it

takes, and they prove it every time they set foot on a stage. CURRENTLY: **Andy Easton , best known

for his work with The Tin Roof is releasing his first solo project "Echoes of Eden" this year. It can be found

on AMAZONor on Andy Easton's website AndyEaston.com. Andy has just been put in regular rotation by

99X's "Organic X" as a featured local artist with the track "HOLD MY SOUL" from Echoes. Also at

Amazon is the debut '95 release from Tin Roof "Face Up". A compilation mix of new and old songs from

Andy and the Tin Roof, are available on cd at CAFEPRESS.com/TheTinRoof . Andy is playing all over the

Atlanta area and S.E. region promoting his solo effort and the new Tin Roof. Andy Easton, Electric guitar

player, acoustical 6  12-string player, lead vocalist, pianist and writer, has compiled a catalog of over 130

songs. Andy is published through Face Up Music, Inc. BMI Nashville. **	Andy has just been utilized by

Universal Records to write the lyrics for an upcoming artist's demo and release in '04. **The new band is

working on tracks for the newest release "Blue America" ...coming in 05, HISTORY: **The Tin Roof

received world-wide name recognition in 1995, the band had four total shows on the program "STAR

SEARCH", taking the band to the semi-finals. This came during a two-year contract as **BUDWEISER'S

regional corporate sponsored band, '92-'95, in Atlanta, Ga.**The Tin Roof released their first full-length

CD "FACE UP" in 1995 with BLOCKBUSTER Music nationwide. The first single "Do you believe" received

airplay on 31 stations in the first 15 days and was released to over 150 AAA stations nationally. Andy has
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worked with players such as Sean O'Rourke (mother's finest)(aquarium rescue unit) and Steve Whitworth

(fuse)(through with slim) and had some collaborative help from Bon Jovi on a single "Livin' in the Streets"

from Tin Roof's first EP "Take a Good Look" '92...to name a few. Tin Roof also received airplay on all the

major market radio stations in Atlanta; 99X, Star94,  96Rock. With the singles "Once Upon a Dream" , "

Blood River", and "Truth Comes Out" In 2002 Andy and the band released an EP of new material

sparking lots of anticipation for the full length CD to come with tracks "What We Are" and "Echoes of

Eden" . Unreleased as yet is a cut "Blue America" that is just absolutely slammin!!** Contact info: Face

Up Music, Inc. 458 Stovall St SE , Atlanta., Ga. 30316 (770)-521-5355 Roofmail@aol Amazon

AndyEaston CafePress.com/TheTinRoof TinRoof@AndyEaston.com
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